Abstract
Introduction
Human facial expression is dynamic in nature, often exhibiting natural stochastic variations. The emotional state and individual personality are closely related to such natural variations as how often the eyes blink, how often the eyebrows and the nose twitch, and how the head moves while speaking. The stochastic movements of facial features are key ingredients for creating expressive conversational agents.
Virtual characters in many video games and virtual environments often employ noise functions [Per95, Per07] to incorporate noise-like subtle movements into facial expression. Adding smooth temporal noise patterns makes an animated character look less like a mannequin. However, modulating noise functions to simulate natural variations induced from the emotional state and the personality of characters is neither easy nor intuitive.
An alternative approach we are pursuing is to capture the stochastic variational patterns from live human actors and use the recorded patterns to add life-like subtle movements † e-mail: {ejjoo,jehee}@mrl.snu.ac.kr into a synthetic face and its head motion. Such stochastic patterns are typically modelled as Markov random fields, which pose several challenges for addressing issues specific to facial expression. Facial features sometimes move in a strongly coordinated manner in order to convey specific expressions, whereas some facial features look rather independent and stochastic. For example, a smiling face is a combination of smiling eyes, brows, and a mouth that pose and move in harmony. On the other hand, small expressive variations of eye brows, eye blinking, and the head motion are stochastic and not strongly coordinated with the other facial features. These coordinated facial gestures and independent facial gestures should be considered simultaneously. We found that the subtle change of facial expressions in conversation is often synchronous with the change of acoustic features such as the intensity of speech sounds rather than more detailed prosodic features such as phonemes.
In this work, we present an intuitive, easy-to-use facial animation system that generates expressive facial gestures semi-automatically. Even though face motion capture data are used for synthesizing the stylistic variations and mood of facial expression, the animated face is not necessarily human-like, but can be extremely exaggerated or even cartoon-like. Recorded speech data can also be employed to generate synchronized lip movements and drive the stochastic process of facial feature movements. Given any speech data, our system allows the user to create lively animated talking faces in a few minutes.
Related Work
Since Perlin [Per85] introduced his well-known noise function in 1985, the noise function has been employed in a wide variety of graphics applications. In particular, Perlin and his colleagues used the noise function to make animated characters and their faces appear more natural by adding small variations in their movements [Per95, PG96] . Similar ideas have been exercised in a wide variety of applications such as personalized idle motion synthesis [EMMT04] .
A great deal of previous research on facial animation involve lip-synching, which refers to synthesizing facial motion that is synchronized with input speech [Bra99, BCS97, CTFP05,CB05,?,DN06,EGP02,KMT03]. Most approaches used phonemes as elementary speech units and intended to generate realistic lip movements driven by a sequence of phonemes. Our synthetic faces are also driven by input speech, but the generation of realistic lip movements is not a major focus of this work. The goal of this work is to reproduce small variations in facial gestures (including facial expressions and head motion) that convey the affective states, mood, and personality of the character. The strong interrelation between facial gestures and prosodic features has been reported in the speech processing literature [BN07, BDG * 07, YRVB98]. However, the interrelation between facial gestures and individual phonemes is not obvious. Our main focus is to synthesize facial gestures possibly driven by acoustic features of input speech. For the fidelity of the resulting facial animation, supplementary lip movements are generated separately and blended in later by analyzing phonemes from input speech. A popular way of modeling temporal stochastic behavior is based on Markov processes, which were employed for animating fullbody motions using motion databases [LCR * 02]. The Markov process with motion data entails data structures, called motion graphs, which can also be used for synthesizing facial animation [CTFP05, ZSCS04] . We present a novel two-level representation based on Markov random fields. In the lower level, the coordinated movements of facial features are captured, parameterized, and transferred to synthetic faces using basis shapes. In the upper level, independent stochastic behavior of facial features are simulated.
Data Collection and Processing
To acquire realistic human facial motion data, we used a Vicon optical motion capture system. 12 cameras tracked 68 retro-reflection markers on the face and 7 markers on the head at the rate of 120 frames/second (see Figure 2 ). Facial motion data thus captured are then down-sampled to 30 frames/second for realtime display. We recorded 12 subjects reading fairy tales and conversing freely at 6 different emotional states (neutral, depressed, delighted, annoyed, exaggerated, exasperated) for about a minute for each. We also captured static facial expressions (neutral, sad, happy, afraid, angry, surprise) for each subject. The rigid transform of the head motion is computed using 7 head markers and the coordinates of 68 facial markers are represented with respective to the head reference system. Three of our subjects are professional (two actors and a narrator) and all the others are non-professional volunteers. The speech sound data were recorded simultaneously in the motion capture session at the rate of 32KHz. We used Praat software [BW07] to analyze the pitch and loudness of speech data.
Facial Gestures From Motion Capture
We would like to identify expressive facial gestures independently of the content (utterance of sentences and the corresponding lip movements) of facial motion capture data. The facial gestures thus obtained are used to animate synthetic faces uttering different contents (see Figure 3) . Simply ignoring markers on the lips is not an ideal solution, because the shape and movement of lips retain a lot of information for capturing and transferring expressive gestures.
The facial expression F(t) captured at frame t is represented as a long vector that concatenates the coordinates of marker points.
where R(t) and T (t) represent the rigid transform of the head motion, N is a neutral expression, B i 's are a basis of facial expressions, P(t) is lip movements, and D j (t) is the detailed movements of facial features. Each element of B i is actually a displacement from the neutral expression, so N + B i for each i represents an individual facial expression in a certain emotional state and c i are the weight values of basis expressions. In our experiments, six basis expressions are used (see Figure 4 ). N and B i are determined trivially in the motion capture session. We would like to determine two terms, c i (t) and D j (t), independently of P(t). Blend weight c i (t) for each i affects the entire facial region and thus encodes a coordinated facial expression that requires a harmony of synchronized facial features. On the other hand, independent feature D j (t) for each j acts on a small portion of the facial region and thus encodes the stochastic movements of an individual facial feature. P(t) is considered as a sort of independent features that generates lip-synching. We identified five non-overlapping regions (one for P(t) and the others for D j (t)) and sorted corresponding facial markers into groups (see Figure 5 ).
Among the terms in the above equation, R(t), T (t),

Determining blend weights
Given the configuration of marker points F for frame t, weight values c i 's are determined such that
The weight values thus obtained are quite noisy because of small variations induced from subtle facial gestures and uttering sentences. In order to cancel out small variations and lip movements, we consider the average configurationF = F(t − k) + ··· + F(t + k) /(2k + 1) of neighboring frames. In our experiments, the window size is 2k + 1 = 41 (1.36 seconds). We useF instead of F to determine the weight values. The residual F −F is considered as stochastic movements that will be encoded in P and D j . This parameter estimation problem allows a least squares solution, which often provides us with extremely extrapolated results. Such extrapolated blend weights are undesirable for transferring facial expressions from motion capture data to synthetic faces. In order to avoid extreme extrapolation, the range of each weight should be constrained such that −ε ≤ c i ≤ 1 + ε. If ε = 0 and ∑ i c i ≤ 1, facial expressions are represented as a convex combination of basis expressions. In practice, the convexity condition is so restrictive that some exaggerated expressions cannot be reproduced faithfully. If ε is too large, the weight values tend towards noisy. In our experiments, we set 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1.
With this constraint, the least squares problem is not straightforward any more. We determine the weight values approximately by sampling the parameter space. We generate random weight values {c k i |i = 1, ··· , n b , k = 1, ··· , n s } satisfying the constraint and produce a set of facial expressions {F k |k = 1, ··· , n s }, where n s is the number of random samples and n b is the number of basis expressions. bors from the set of random samples are used to estimate its weight values. Without loss of generality, we assume that the first n k samples are nearest to F. Then, F can be estimated as a combination of its neighboring samples.
Given any novel facial expression F, its n k -nearest neigh-
where a k is inversely proportional to the distance between R −1 (F − T ) − N and F k and normalized such that ∑ k a k = 1. Hence,F can be represented approximately as a combination of basis expressions with weights c i = ∑ k a k c k i . In order to locate nearest neighbors efficiently, we store data in a kdtree and search n k -nearest neighbors approximately within a small error bound using ANN library [MA06] .
Our experimental results in Figure 6 show that the approximation error decreases gracefully with respect to the number of random samples. The number of nearest neighbors participating in the estimation process also affects the convergence of approximation errors. In our experiments, we generated 1000 random samples and selected 60 nearest neighbors to estimate weight values.
Determining independent stochastic features
Once the blend weights of basis expressions are determined, independent features D j 's and lip movements P can be determined simply as the residual of blend shape approximation. is, in practice, not clearly noticeable in facial animation and thus we simply ignore the error term.
Facial Gesture Synthesis
In this section, we discuss how to transfer the natural variations of facial gestures obtained from human motion to synthetic faces. The synthetic face can be driven by input speech. The driving speech signal is, in general, different from the content we recorded in the motion capture session. We intend to synthesize facial gestures independently of language, syllables, and phonemes except for lip movements. Lip synching is handled separately.
The synthetic facial expressionF(t) of our character at frame t is represented as a vector that concatenates the coordinates of mesh points in the face geometry. We use a tilde to denote symbols related to synthetic faces.
F(t) =R(t)
whereR(t) andT (t) represent the rigid transform of the head motion.Ñ is a static, neutral expression of our face mesh. Among the terms in the above equation,Ñ,B i areP l are static geometric models manually designed by artists (see Figure 7) . d l 's are determined from the phoneme analysis of the driving speech signal. All the other terms are determined in the process of Markov random fields.
Markov Random Fields
In this section, we discuss how to determine a sequence of blend weightc i (t) using Markov random fields. Other terms R(t),T (t),D j (t) can be computed similarly.
Assume that the first t − 1 framesc i (1), ··· ,c i (t − 1) has already been computed and we want to determine the next framec i (t). The Markov random fields method determinesc i (t) by matching its h-preceding frames {c i (t − 1), ··· ,c i (t − h)} to reference data. The probability of selecting c i (t) as the value ofc i (t) is proportional to exp(−dist(t,t)/σ ), where
σ controls the mapping between the distance measure and the probability of selection. S(·) is the intensity of reference speech data recorded synchronized with facial motion capture data andS(·) is the intensity of speech data that the synthetic face utters. The first term favors the match of speech and the second term favors the match of facial expressions at previous frames. α weighs the importance of two terms. If α is high, facial gestures synchronize well with the speech data. The low value of α tends to favor the smooth transitioning of facial gestures over lip synching.
At every frame of the synthesis process, the probability of transitioning from the current frame to every other frames in the reference data can be computed to select the next frame probabilistically. This approach allows bad transitions to happen, though their probabilities are pretty low. In practice, such bad transitions are sometimes disturbing. Instead, we search a small number (2 to 4 in our experiments) of good candidatest for transitioning that minimize dist(t,t) and select one of them based on their probabilities.
The window size h is selected empirically. A small value for h permits the flexibility in transitioning, while a larger value weighs better context matching over the variety of output animation. In our experiments, h = 10 was a nice trade-off between the variety and quality of the resulting animation.
Transferring Detailed Features
The detailed facial features are dependent on the face geometry. Some of our face models are exaggerated or even cartoon-like. Therefore, transferring D j toD j requires extra efforts for establishing correspondences between facial markers and synthetic face geometry. We manually picked locations on the face geometry corresponding to facial markers. The movements of facial markers in D j are then scaled appropriately to match the geometry of synthetic faces. For example, we found an affine transform between actual marker locations on the eye lids and their corresponding points on the synthetic face such that they match at wide opening and closing of eye lids.
Once the correspondences are established, RBF (radial basis function) interpolation [TO99] generates deformed face geometryD j corresponding to D j . In order to localize the influence region of the deformation, bell-shaped cubic Bspline basis functions are employed. The linear polynomial approximation term is not used because its support region is infinitely wide.
Experimental Results
We recorded a variety of facial gestures from 12 subjects. In the motion capture session, each subject was instructed to read fairy tales and talk freely in several different emotional states. We also recorded each subject exhibiting his/her own distinctive personality in their facial expressions as much as possible. Each motion clip is about one minute long and contains an individual "style" of facial gestures. A set of such motion clips is used as a palette of facial gesture styles.
User interface. Our system provides the user with an easyto-use user interface for creating expressive facial animations in a few minutes (see Figure 8 ). In the workflow, the user first imports input speech data and a palette of facial gesture styles. Then, the user can "paint" the gesture styles on the timeline synchronized with the input speech. It is also possible to use different styles for different features. For example, the eyebrows can imitate the gestures of subject A, while the head motion is simulating the style of subject B.
Facial expression transfer. Captured facial expressions can be directly transferred to a synthetic face, even though the synthetic face does not resemble the motion capture subject at all (see Figure 9) . It is possible because basis expressions are used on both sides [PKC * 03]. Captured expressions and transferred animated expressions share the same blend weights, while their bases are totally different. With this idea, we can manipulate synthetic faces for computer puppetry via real time motion capture.
Comparison to noise functions. Our animated result easily outperforms the result using Perlin's noise function in terms of how natural it looks. One might be able to modulate the noise function by adjusting parameters such that it generates an animated face similar to ours. However, we found that modulating the noise function took significant time and efforts.
Talking baby. Our gesture synthesis method is independent of the language and sentences that the synthetic face talks.
The talking baby reads a French story and his gestures are transferred from motion capture data uttering in a different language. It took us only one minute to generate the 20 second talking baby animation.
Discussion
The primary advantage of our approach is its capability of reproducing natural variations of human facial gestures in animated faces. In our experiments, we observed the complexity and subtle details of facial gestures that cannot easily be accomplished by using noise functions.
Our system learned expressive facial gestures from a small amount of training data, primarily because we decoupled facial gestures from phonemes and lip movements. Although we have not yet attempted to verify the interrelation between prosodic features and facial gestures, the intensity and pitch of the speech seem to be two major factors strongly synchronized with facial gestures. We made use of the intensity information in our experiments. It would be interesting future work to incorporate the pitch information as well in our system.
All facial models used in our experiments were designed manually by artists and thus the resulting animation looks cartoon-like rather than realistic. There are several guidelines for selecting basis expressions and designing their corresponding face geometry. We used only six basis models (neutral, sad, happy, afraid, angry, surprise) in our experiments. More basis models can be employed for representing a wider variety of facial expressions. We found that it is important to choose a basis expression that exhibits a coordination of facial features across the entire face. Otherwise, it will interfere with stochastic movements of individual facial features and thus the blend weight estimation can be noisy. We prefer to have our face geometry models with a closed
mouth. An open-mouth expression would cause mouth opening even for plosives in lip-synching. In order to make more realistic facial animation, our method can still be used with the basis models acquired from 3D face scanning.
We have visually compared the original motion capture data and animated faces to see if natural human gestures are successfully captured and reproduced in the animated faces. Though this visual comparison is an effective way of evaluating the quality of facial gestures in a subjective point of view, we also need a quantitative method for evaluating and characterzing facial gestures.
